American Boxer Club Regional Cluster
American Boxer Club Regional Conformation
Friday, August 18th, 2006
Red Lion Inn
2300 Evergreen Park Drive
Olympia, WA 98502

Specialty Judge: Jack Ireland

Conformation

Boxers, Puppy Dogs 6 Months & Under 9 Months -- Boxer Brindle

1  A  43  BELLA'S MISTER BIG STUFF.  WS16126102.  1/17/06.  Brdr: Bill Schauble, Fran Schauble, DRACO'S ASTRO BOY - DORNLEA'S GOLD LEXUS.  Owners: Fran Schauble,Bill Schauble

2  Denevi's Dbl Chocolote Absolute.  WS16859402.  1/24/06.  Brdr: Catherine Denevi-Burris, Goldfield's Absolute V. Denevi - Denevi's Absolute Ncontemptagin.  Owners: Catherine Denevi-Burris

1  Country Time's Indian Outlaw.  WS15784602.  12/6/05.  Brdr: Rhonda McNutt, CH Malimi's Justin Style At Donje - High River's Victorian Lace.  Owners: Rhonda McNutt,Jenae Sinclair

2  Denevi's Dbl Chocolote Absolute.  WS16859402.  1/24/06.  Brdr: Catherine Denevi-Burris, Goldfield's Absolute V. Denevi - Denevi's Absolute Ncontemptagin.  Owners: Catherine Denevi-Burris

Boxers, Puppy Dogs 6 Months & Under 9 Months -- Boxer Fawn

1  A  73  MADEGAN MAVERICK WARRIOR.  WS16424403.  12/14/05.  Brdr: D. McCarroll,M. Fagan,K. Andrake,L. Brooks, CH BROOKWOOD'S TRIBUTE TO BOXELLA - CH BROOKWOOD'S MAJESTIC STAR.  Owners: Deborah McCarroll,Mark Fagan

1  EIN-VON'S CAUSIN KAOS.  ws15488405.  11/18/05.  Brdr: Kimberlie Steele, Zwei A.& Vickie Pierson, CH Rosend's Key Largo - Ein-Von's It's A Dream Again.  Owners: Ann Russell,Kimberlie Steele

1  MI-T'S LEADING MAN OF MEPHISTO.  . 9/15/05.  Brdr: Peter Yeadon, Michelle Yeadon, Terri Pope,

Boxers, Puppy Dogs 9 Months & Under 12 Months -- Boxer Fawn

1  BP  41  PENTASTAR'S DIRECT CONNECTION.  WS14662204.  8/14/05.  Brdr: Cathy Spears, Rachel Morris, CH GEMSTONES DIAMONDS 'N JEMS - PENTASTAR'S MISS MIGHTY MOPAR.  Owners: Cathy Spears,Rachel Morris

1  MARBURL'S HIDALGO.  WS16652805.  3/11/05.  Brdr: Mary Frances Burleson, CH MARBURL'S SILVERADO - MARBURL'S SLASHER.  Owners: Mary Frances Burleson

1  MAJESTIC'S JUST WATCH ME.  WS13569801.  3/18/05.  Brdr: Dennis Hliboki,Renee Hliboki, CANDY KISSES TAKE ME AWAY - MAJESTICS ROYAL BRILLIANCE.  Owners: Renee Hliboki,Dennis Hliboki

Boxers, Dogs 12 Months & Under 18 Months -- Boxer Brindle

A  57  ENSIGN'S CAUSIN APPLAUSE.  WS14667101.  7/8/05.  Brdr: Shay Pischke,Annette Clark, CH BERLANE'S CAUSIN AN UPROAR - CH DENBAR'S DOLCE VITA.  Owners: Jewell Dunning,Annette Clark

A  65  RIPN T'S TO HOT TO HANDLE.  WS13145801.  4/23/05.  Brdr: Tina Montgomery, CH MI-T CONVINCING GUY - U-BET VETANA SKY.  Owners: Tina MontgomeryAgent: Michelle Pinsker-Yeadon

3  HILLYARD'S EXTREME GET AWAY.  WS14076302.  6/10/05.  Brdr: Carrie Raney,Bob Walduogel,

Boxers, Dogs 12 Months & Under 18 Months -- Boxer Fawn

A  59  BRAVO N SUNSET STEALING TIME.  WS15370201.  6/3/05.  Brdr: Karen Deschambault, CH RAKLYNS

A  61  RAZIN A HEARTBREAKER - CH ARTISTRY'S EPIC-TAIL.  Owners: Darryl White,David Stephens,Laura J MillerAgent: Kimberlie Steele

2  STEALING THE SHOW - CH BERLANE N BRAVO HEAR ME ROAR.  Owners: Dave Yenne,Jan Yenne,Karen Deschambault
Boxers, Bred by Exhibitor Dogs

2  5  MOOSEWOODS SNAZZY JAZZ.  WS11969307.  2/11/05.  Brdr: Roger Hale, Jeanne Hale, CH ENCORE'S JAZZMAN - MOOSEWOODS BLACK SAPHYRE.  Owners: Roger Hale, Jeanne Hale
ENCORE'S BACCARAT.  WS15909203.  7/29/05.  Brdr: Cheryl A. Cates, Casey Cates, JoAnne Hutchins, CH BERLANE'S CAUSIN AN UPROAR - CH ENCORE'S CHIANTI.  Owners: Cheryl A. Cates, Casey Cates, JoAnne Hutchins

Boxers, American Bred Dogs -- Boxer Brindle

2  67  OCHOCO'S RIO DIABLO.  WS12755408.  4/5/05.  Brdr: Jim Daniels, Twila Daniels, CH KENON'S INDIGO - BELGARIADS CASTLES IN THE SKY.  Owners: Jim Daniels, Twila Daniels

Boxers, American Bred Dogs -- Boxer Fawn

2  79  JEMS ROLLS THE DICE.  WS05995406.  10/3/03.  Brdr: Dianna L Emmons, Randy Sayler, CH JEMS PEARL JAM - CH JEMS RENEE'S ON TARGET.  Owners: Jamey Turcic, Kerrie Turcic, Dianna L Emmons, Randy Sayler
Agent: Cindy Crawford-Gorath
MAPLES HIGH ROLLIN HILLYARD.  WS10348903.  9/7/04.  Brdr: Leslie Lucas, James Lucas, CH HEARTACRES MILLENIUM TWO - CLOTILDE.  Owners: Carrie Raney, Robert Waldvogel
BRILYN'S RUFF N'READY.  WS10297701.  9/27/04.  Brdr: Raynetta Buchholz, CH HARLYN BEE-VEE REGAL HEIR - CH BRILYN'S O'WENDY.  Owners: Raynetta Buchholz

Boxers, Open Dogs -- Boxers Brindle

A  39  SHORELINE'S KONA KANAKA.  WS00897902.  5/8/02.  Brdr: Carol A. Shores, DOLL ANNOUNCES VENI VIDI VICI SOM - CAPROZ EBONY WITCH BALDR.  Owners: Carol A. Shores
AGENT: Richard M. Cates
PENGALLI'S INTUITION V ANNARVA.  . 12/12/03.  Brdr: Grace Lewis/F. Hartnett, CH ANNARVA'S THAT'S THE ONE - PENGALLI'S TEMPTRESS ANNARVA.  Owners: Grace Lewis
Agent: Mary Jane Werleman

Boxers, Open Dogs -- Boxers Fawn

A  113  ASUNCION'S SECRET AGENT MAN.  . 7/5/03.  Brdr: Ernest Friesen, Angie Estabrooks, CH MGM'S STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN - TRICKER'S MISS CONGENIALITY.  Owners: Ernest Friesen
MEMBIE'S BEYOND THE GLORY.  WS05563020.  8/6/03.  Brdr: Owner, CH MOJAVECREST'S SKYWALKER - MEMORIES OF GOLDEN ELEGANCE.  Owners: Anna L. Weber
Agent: Wendy Bettis

Boxers, Open Dogs -- Boxers Fawn

Draymia's Cayden Dream Ride.  WS08012002.  3/1/04.  Brdr: Cheryl Stevens & Carol Shores, Ch.

Boxers, Open Dogs -- Boxers Fawn

Draymia's I'm a Ruffian Too.  WS08012002.  3/1/04.  Brdr: Cheryl Stevens & Carol Shores, Ch.

Rowenda's He Shoots He Scores.  . 1/30/03.  Brdr: Gwenda L. McConnell, CH Berlane's Causin An
Boxers, Veteran Dogs I

CH RENEGADE'S I'M A RUFIAN TOO. WP81349201. 9/18/97. Brdr: Cheri Zachow, C Suter, K

Kornegay, CH DRAYMIA'S TOTAL PACKAGE - CH RUFIAN'S SUNSET BINTOWIE. Owners: Danielle Keller, Cheryl Stevens, C Zachow

Boxers, Veteran Dogs II


Boxers, Puppy Bitches 6 Months & Under 9 Months -- Boxer Brindle

BELLA'S MILLION DOLLAR BABY. WS16126101. 1/17/06. Brdr: Fran Schauble, Bill Schauble, DRACO'S ASTRO BOY - DORNLEA'S GOLD LEXUS. Owners: Fran Schauble, Bill Schauble

MINSTREL'S DUST UP. WS15574402. 12/14/05. Brdr: Katherine Nevius, Robert Blumberg

SHANDOWN'S CHANCES ARE - FAERDORN DUST DEVIL. Owners: Katherine Nevius, Robert Blumberg - Agent: Cheryl Cates

IRONDLE-N-D 'NIC MAR'S THIS KISS. WS17592801. 2/10/06. Brdr: S Ott, S Ott, J Bettis, W Bettis - CH RUFFIAN'S SUNSET BINTOWIE. Owners: James Bettis, Wendy Bettis

RAYMONDA FON ALMADINAKS. 1/30/06. Brdr: Tatiana Rubinstein, CH ALMADINAKS KORTES - CH ALMADINAKS BEAUTY ABLE. Owners: Olga Penning, Douglas Penning

Boxers, Puppy Bitches 6 Months & Under 9 Months -- Boxer Fawn

PYTHIE Z RINGU. WS17820901. 1/13/06. Brdr: Robert and Jana Fagos, CH KOTO DE GUEZMAN - JR. CH KORIDA Z RINGU. Owners: Clinton C. Nash


DRAYMIA'S ABSOLUTE FLIRT. WS16788401. 2/6/06. Brdr: Cheryl Stevens, CH MOON VALLEY NO DOUBT - CH DRAYMIA'S FIRST IMPRESSION. Owners: Cheryl Stevens

RINGSIDE'S Z BELLE OF Z BALL. WS16007702. 1/22/06. Brdr: Kathleen M. Morgan and Dennis Morgan, CH RENEGADE'S I'M A RUFIAN TOO - CH RINGSIDE'S BEEBOP A LULA. Owners: Tami J. Bandy

Boxers, Puppy Bitches 9 Months & Under 12 Months -- Boxer Brindle

DRAYMIA'S SHADOWBOX PACKAGE. WS14889003. 9/14/05. Brdr: Cheryl Stevens, Carol Shores, CH DRAYMIA'S TOTAL PACKAGE CD. - CH SHORELINE'S I'M A DRAYMIA IMP. Owners: Tonya Houck, Cheryl Stevens

BK'S DANCING LAYLA. WS17928401. 10/5/05. Brdr: Robert Sutherland, SUTHERLAND’S DUKE ALEXANDER - SHORELINE'S SEQUOYA DANCER. Owners: Bill Borgman, Karlene Borgman

DRAYMIA'S PACKED FOR SHORELINE. WS14689002. 9/14/05. Brdr: Cheryl Stevens, Carol A Shores, CH DRAYMIA'S TOTAL PACKAGE CD - CH SHORELINE'S I'M A DRAYMIA IMP. Owners: Carol A. Shores, Cheryl Stevens - Agent: Cathy Spears

DUBA-DAE'S SHINING STAR. WS15645701. 10/12/05. Brdr: Lynn Johnson, CH BENTBROOK'S TIME TO ASCEND - CH DENBAR'S DIAMOND DIVA. Owners: Mary Frances Burleson - Agent: James Bettis
**Boxers, Puppy Bitches 9 Months & Under 12 Months -- Boxer Fawn**

**EIN-VON'S KALIFORIA DREAMIN.** ws15488408. 11/18/05. Brdr: Kimberlie Steele, Zwei A.& Vickie

1  
30  
Pierson, CH Rosend's Key Largo - Ein-Von's It's A Dream Again. Owners: Ann Russell,Kimberlie Steele,Lynda Yon

**MANTLE N EMERALD'S BAMBINO.** WS17563801. 8/24/05. Brdr: Sandra Schell, Grace Kastik, CH

A  
42  
HITIMES NORTH OF NAUGHTY - CH EMERALD'S SHAKEN NOT STIRRED. Owners: Sandra Schell,Sarah NeelyAgent: Wendy Bettis

**Boxers, Bitches 12 Months & Under 18 Months**

1  
62  
Donoway Wild Rose Of Mephisto. . 6/1/05. Brdr: Donald M Gordon, CH Mephisto's War O'The Roses - Von Velohaus Bolero. Owners: Monika Pinsker,Donald GordonAgent: Michelle Yeardon

**ARTIST'S WHO'S TALKIN' NOW.** WS12912601. 3/30/05. Brdr: Darrelan Blount, Tim Blount, CH MOON

2  
74  
VALLEY NO DOUBT - BERLANE'S STARSTRUCK OF ARTIST. Owners: Darrelan Blount,Tim BlountAgent: Wendy Bettis

3  
76  
RENO'S GRAND MANIER. WS13661803. 7/6/05. Brdr: Hannelore Renno, CH IRONDALE'S JAGGED EDGE - CH RENNO'S RAVE ABOUT ME. Owners: Hannelore RennoAgent: Wendy Bettis

4  
90  
RINGSIDE'S YAHOO. WS13831802. 7/5/05. Brdr: Kathleen M. Morgan, Dennis Morgan, PENGALLI'S SEDUCTION - RINGSIDE'S SCARLET O'HARA. Owners: Kathleen M. Morgan,Dennis Morgan

**Boxers, Bitches 12 Months & Under 18 Months -- Boxer Fawn**

A  
60  
ENSIGN'S BELLA VITA. WS14667103. 7/8/05. Brdr: Annette Clark, CH BERLANE'S CAUSIN AN UPROAR - CH DENBAR'S DOLCE VITA. Owners: Annette ClarkAgent: Cheryl Cates

66  
KATANDY'S KAMEO. WS14695303. 7/1/05. Brdr: Lee Morris,Mark Young, CH CAPRI'S WOODS END SPELLCASTER - CH KATANDY'S KANDY AT WIT'S END. Owners: Michal RuffAgent: Cindy Crawford

Boyarka's Global Snap Decision. . 5/14/05. Brdr: Tamara Coli, Jakkalsdans Castillian - Qui del Colle Dell 'Infinito. Owners: Tamara ColiAgent: Sandra Turnidge

Dornlea's Jazzi Gemstones. WS13436401. 3/30/05. Brdr: Ronald Leischner,Tammie Leischner, CH

1/R  
70  
Trifecta's Touch Gold - Gemstones Solitaire Destiny. Owners: Jaquelyn Bennet,Karen ChurchillAgent: Nancy Ingalls

TRICKER'S SURETO AMAZE ASUNCION. , 3/22/05. Brdr: Christine Tricker, Crystal Tricker,

4  
84  
ASUNCION'S SECRET AGENT MAN - TRICKER'S CAUSE I'M GOOD. Owners: Ernest Friesen,Angie EstabrooksAgent: Michelle Pinsker-Yeadon

BOXWOOD'S DREAM WARRIOR. WS13431401. 5/15/05. Brdr: Lee Ann Brooks,Bethany Glenn, CH

BROOKWOOD'S MYSTIC WARRIOR - BROOKWOOD'S FOUR LEAF CLOVER. Owners: Debbie McCarroll,Mark Fagen,Lee Ann Brooks,Penny FlemingAgent: Gary Steele

Skidoo's Foolish Pleasure. WS13021906. 4/4/05. Brdr: Ed Morawski,Wendy Morawski,C Vose, CH

2  
88  
Berlane Joint Venture - CH Skidoo's Charlies Angel. Owners: Ed Morawski,Wendy MorawskiAgent: Kimberlie Steele

**Boxers, Bred by Exhibitor Bitches**

2  
6  
MOOSEWOODS JAZZ IT UP. WS11969302. 2/11/05. Brdr: Roger Hale, Jeanne Hale, CH ENCORE'S JAZZMAN - MOOSEWOODS BLACK SAPHRY. Owners: Roger Hale,Jean Hale

1/BBBE  
10  
RINGSIDE'S YASMINE. WS13831801. 7/5/05. Brdr: Kathleen M. Morgan, Dennis Morgan, PENGALLI'S SEDUCTION - RINGSIDE'S SCARLET O'HARA. Owners: Kathleen M. Morgan,Dennis Morgan

**Boxers, American Bred Bitches -- Boxer Brindle**

**MERICAL'S LIGHTNING STRIKE.** WS09526201. 5/24/04. Brdr: Meredith Medler,Calvin Gruver, CH

1  
98  
JQJoqueAgent: Cindy Crawford

BURLWOOD'S THUNDERSTRUCK - CH MERICAL'S CRACKLING ROSIE. Owners: Cecily LRM DOUBLE OR NOTHING. WS11630601. 1/12/05. Brdr: Kevin Middagh,Linda Middagh,Stephanie

2  
102  
Salas, CH RIVER RIDGE MAN ABOUT TOWN - LRM SEROC DOUBLE DELIGHT. Owners: Kevin Middagh,Linda Middagh,Tracy Best

Denevi's Absolute Ncontemplatin. WS09005301. 4/10/04. Brdr: Catherine Denevi-Burris Esq, CH

3  
104  
Denevi's Ketel One Ticket2fun - CH Goldfield's Stolichnaya Mov. Owners: Catherine Denevi-BurrisAgent: Cheryl Cates

TRIFECTA'S CELEBRATION OF DORNLEA. WS12772301. 2/11/05. Brdr: P Russell,Dr James

4  
106  
Killman,Mrs Killman, CH TRIFECTA'S TOUCH GOLD - CH NA ARAN HEART ACRE OBURKS. Owners: J Bennett,K Churchill,P RussellAgent: Nancy Ingalls

**Boxers, American Bred Bitches -- Boxer Fawn**
ENSIGN'S BELLA VITA. WS14667103. 7/8/05. Brdr: Annette Clark, CH BERLANE'S CAUSIN AN UPROAR - CH DENBAR'S DOLCE VITA. Owners: Annette ClarkAgent: Cheryl Cates

RAINTREE'S UNBRIDLED SPIRIT. WS12139907. 2/17/05. Brdr: Susann Holmes, CH RAIN TREE'S

GLORY BOUND SAMSON - LADY ALEXIS XV. Owners: Dick S. Dye, Patricia L DyeAgent: Nancy Ingalls


Boxers, Best of Breed Competition

CAYMANS SWEET MEMORY. WS13085303. 5/12/05. Brdr: Sydney Brown, CH CAYMANS MAC SCOTT - CAYMANS SWEET KAYLA. Owners: Kathy Veglahn, Linda JohnsonAgent: Wendy Bettis


MAJESTIC'S TENOBO TWISTER. WS04180202. 5/2/03. Brdr: Kathleen Kitchen, Robert Kitchen, CH Tenobo's

Boxers, Veteran Bitches I

Boxers, Open Bitches -- Boxer Brindle

SANRIDGE'S ENCHANTMENT. WS04238003. 5/17/06. Brdr: Sandy Turnidge, CH DRAYMIA'S TOTAL PACKAGE SOM - CH RC'S MAYBE BABY. Owners: Sally Keller, Danielle Keller

JEMS LUCK IS A LADY. WS05995402. 10/3/03. Brdr: Dianna L. Emmons, R. Sayler, CH JEMS PEARL JAM SOM - CH JEMS RENE'S ON TARGET. Owners: Dianna L. Emmons, R. Sayler

MADEGAN BAILEY'S IRISH MIST. WS04937806. 7/27/03. Brdr: Debbie McCarroll, Mark Fagan, CH BROOKWOOD'S MYSTIC WARRIOR - CH MADEGAN CELTIC BREEZE OF AVALON. Owners: Debbie McCarroll, Mark Fagan


Boxers, Open Bitches -- Boxer Fawn

BOXJOYS PRECIOUS JEWEL. . 4/10/05. Brdr: Corry van der Ende, BOXJOYS PRINCE OF THE FRASER - BOXJOYS CACIA. Owners: Corry van der Ende

108 Renee's Lady of Laurelview. WS09777204. 7/15/04. Brdr: Arlene Bitz, Ch Rosend's Right on The Money - Ch Renee's Fancy Danc'n Heart. Owners: Arlene Bitz, Sandy BitzAgent: Kimberlie Steele

EMBERSTOUC LIL FLIP. . 9/19/04. Brdr: Jayde Beeching, AMCANCH TOPRANKS SIMPLY

MASERATI - CAN.CH EMBERSTOUCH MYSTERY OF DORADO. Owners: Milt Openshaw, Jayde Beeching, Judy JuryAgent: Michelle Yeadon

HITIMES MAKN WHOOP AT VARSITY. WS08140602. 11/28/03. Brdr: Joan Carcasole, CH VAN RIPER'S HANDSOME HARRY - CH HITIMES WEST OF WICKED. Owners: Kevin Felix, Amanda Felix

BERLANE'S DELILAH DIVINE. WS09617102. 3/3/04. Brdr: Sharon Berry, Ron Berry, CH BERLANE'S CAUSIN AN UPRAO - CH BERLANE'S FLYIN HIGH. Owners: Patrick Holmes, Susann Holmes

OCHOCO'S WHISPERING WILLOW. WS09901602. 8/18/04. Brdr: Bob Kitchen, Kathleen Kitchen, CH

BELGARIADS ENCRYPTED MESSAGE - MAJESTIC'S SOUTHERN BELLE. Owners: Jim Daniels, Twila Daniels

Boxers, Veteran Bitches I

CH DORADO'S GIVEN TO FLY MEPHISTO. WP93674201. 10/4/98. Brdr: Karen Knox, CH CAXIAS

CLAY OF ET POWER JP - DORADO'S DESEREY. Owners: Peter Yeadon, Michelle Yeadon, Monika Pinsker

Boxers, Best of Breed Competition

CH BIX-L'S PHOTO FINISH. WS13553401. 4/28/05. Brdr: Beth Pariseau, Paul Trent, CH DYNAMIC-SHERA'S COURT JAZZTER - SKIDOO'S NO JOKE FOR BIX-L. Owners: Susan Burnett, Pam Winter, Beth PariseauAgent: James Bettis (Bitch)

19 CH PENGALLI'S SEDUCTION. WS09845001. 4/11/01. Brdr: Mary Jane Werleman, Eileen Jarrett, CH STORYBOOK'S RIP IT UP - PENGALLI'S BLACK SAPPHIRE. Owners: Grace Lewis Agent: Ron Villafuerte (Dog)


CH WAVELORE SOTO. WS03163003. 7/15/02. Brdr: Efren Soto, CH GUAPO SOTO - DRACO GRACE CONY. Owners: Efren Soto, Fran Schauble Agent: Jorge Pinzon (Bitch)

CH CYNTECH'S A TOUCH OF DASH. WS07662003. 8/16/03. Brdr: Cindy G Thomas, CH SUMMER'S DASH RIPROCK - CYNTECH'S ALLY MCBEAL. Owners: Patti Bergstrom (Dog)

CH ENCORE ANOMAR TEMPTATION. WS07355601. 2/10/04. Brdr: JoAnne Hutchins, Cheryl Cates, CH ENCORE'S ATTICUS A-BRAXX-US - CH ENCORE'S JET SETTER. Owners: JoAnne Hutchins, Cheryl Cates Agent: Casey Cates (Bitch)


CH BUTLER'S THIS BUDS FOR YOU. WS12086403. 2/8/05. Brdr: Tina Butler, Robert Butler, CH

CH DREAMWEAVER'S IMPOSING FORCE. WS03826805. 5/10/03. Brdr: Cheryl Stevens, Carol A. Shores, CH

CH ENCORE ANOMAR TRIUMPHANT. WS07355603. 2/10/04. Brdr: JoAnne Hutchins, Cheryl Cates, CH ENCORE'S ATTICUS A-BRAXX-US - CH ENCORE'S JET SETTER. Owners: JoAnne Hutchins, Cheryl Cates Agent: Casey Cates (Dog)

GLENWOOD N SKIDOO'S SCANDALOUS. WS13021902. 4/4/05. Brdr: Charles Vose, Wendy Morawski, CH BERLANE'S JOINT VENTURE - CH SKIDOO'S CHARLIE'S ANGEL. Owners: Lauri Travis, Charles Vose Agent: Wendy Bettis (Bitch)

DENEVI'S TALL BLOND BOMBSHELL. WS13688703. 2/22/05. Brdr: Catherine Denevi-Burris, CH TELSTAR'S GORGEOUS GEORGE - DENEVI'S STARAYA SKYY. Owners: Catherine Denevi-Burris Agent: Cheryl Cates (Bitch)

Boxers, Stud Dog Class

CH RENEGADE'S I'M A RUFFIAN TOO. WP81349201. 9/18/97. Brdr: Cheri Zachow, C. Suter, K Kornegay, CH DREAMWEAVER'S TOTAL PACKAGE - CH RUFFIAN'S SUNSET BINTOWIE. Owners: Danielle Keller, Cheryl Stevens, C. Zachow